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WORLD TRADE FORUMS IN TURMOIL
After the Second World War, the UN (United Nations) was formed as a unifying body to enable, encourage and
enforce world peace and prosperity. However, UN today is a heavily splintered body, more visible for its frictions
and fractions and less for its unity. Inspite of being one of the largest contributor to UN operations and also wellknown for its largest democracy, second largest population, largest growing economy and many more,India
continues to be kept out of the UN Security Council, thanks to the permanent and continuing veto by China.
China is carrying on a love-hate relationship with India, less of love and more of hate and aggression and trade
games.
WTO is also on the verge of crumbling, largely due to the active non-cooperation and withdrawal of financial
support from USA. The DSB (Dispute Settlement Body) mechanism of WTO has ceased operation due to lack
of judicial and financial members on the Body, consequent to USA’s non-funding and withdrawal of support.
TRIPs (Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights) would have also collapsed, had it not been for
the continued effective handling of all IP related matters by WIPO, which atleast till now appears unaffected by
the global trade turmoil, that’s largely due to the stable and strongleadership, by Dr. Francis Gurry, the Director
General and his team.
The Trade wars continue unabated with resultant fall outs extending to currency markets, oil price escalations
and stock market crashes. US-China confrontation as trade tariffs have sealed alarming proportions. Even though,
China is countering aggressively, the sweeping trade tariff escalations against China by USA is bound to hurt
China, especially in view of the larger exports from China to USA.
The impact on China is visible on multiple fronts. Chinese efforts to fall in line with global pollution control
and regulatory norms, have led to closure of large number of Chinese firms. Pharmaceutical APIs/ Bulk drugs,
intermediate building blocks, solvents and excipients, which were being dumped into India at Low price and low
quality have not only become scarce but also became costlier and higher priced. While this could adversely affect
Indian Pharma Industry, the challenge should be faced and resolved by strong, decisive and timely action by Indian
Pharmato capture the lost glory of PharmaAPIs. While the government of India, and multiple patronisingMinistries
and departments, who control and manage Indian Pharma Industry, are shedding “crocodile tears”, for Indian
Pharma and API industry in particular, there is nothing concrete being brought to the entrepreneurial table for
action. It is time that Indian Pharma & API (Bulk drug) Industry recognises and decides that any self-reliance
initiatives have to come only form Indian Pharma which has always performed better while faced with challenges
and adversities. Let us look forwardto see strong growth of Indian Pharma, Biotech, Diagnostic, Devices and
Excipient Industry with increasing “Innovation Quotient” in days to come.
‘Innovation’ is the mantra as I continue to recite, ‘Innovation’ is truly achievable by ‘Industry-Academia’ or ‘PublicPrivate’ participation. Inspite of fuel price escalations, fall in rupee value, turmoil in political “war mongering”,
India and Indian Pharma is poised for strong growth and excellent performance. Let us wish them well.
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INDIA and WTO have common features in IP
The IPAB (Intellectual Property Appellate Board) of India is
in limbo in Patent disputes. No technical member has been
appointed to IPAB for a long time. Patent Appeals to IPAB
remain unheard for years together.
Now WTO is joining this bandwagon of “Trishanku Swarga”
(nothing happening). The DSB (Dispute Settlement Body)

of WTO, has become non-functional. USA, against whom
many disputes have been raised in the Dispute Settlement
Mechanism (an appellate court), has blocked appointment of
judicial members to this Body of WTO. Appellate proceedings
in WTO stand blocked, consequently, similar to IPAB for
patents.

WTO Dispute Resolution Mechanism Under Stress
The World Trade Organization (WTO) members should take swift action to resolve issues hampering the
functioning of the dispute settlement mechanism of the multi-lateral body, chair of its appellate body Ujal
Singh Bhatia has said. There is an issue of appointment of members of the appellate body of the WTO’s
dispute settlement body. The US has blocked appointment of these members. Unless WTO members take
swift and robust action to remedy this situation, there may soon come a time when divisions of three appellate
body members can no longer be formed, thereby effectively paralysing appellate proceedings, Bhatia has said.
Such a paralysis would not concern only the appellate body, but would have profound implications on panel
proceedings as well, he said.

High Level Advisory Group for Trade constituted by
Minister of Commerce & Industry
September - 2018
Members of the High Level Advisory Group will be:
• Dr. Surjit S Bhalla, Director of Oxus Research and Investments - Chair
• Mr. S. Jaishankar, Former Foreign Secretary
• Dr. Rajeev Kher, Former Commerce Secretary & Member - Competition Appellate Tribunal
• Mr. Sanjeev Sanyal, Principal Economic Advisor, GoI
• Mr. Adil Zainulbhai, Chairman QCI
• Dr. Harsha Vardhana Singh, Former DDG, WTO
• Dr. Shekhar Shah, DG, NCAER
• Dr. Vijay Chauthaiwale, Foreign Policy Advisor
• Dr. Pulok Ghosh, IIM Bangalore
• Mr. Jayant Dasgupta, Former Ambassador of India to WTO
• Mr. Rajiv K Luthra of Luthra & Luthra &
• Mr. Chadrajit Banerjee, DG, CII
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CSIR-NCL signs agreement for installation of solar power plant
CSIR-National Chemical Laboratory
(CSIR-NCL), Pune has signed a power
purchase agreement (PPA) to purchase
solar power with Cleanmax EnviroEnergy
Solutions Pvt. Ltd. The agreement was
signed in Pune on September 4, 2018.
The power plant will generate about 6.4
lakh (KWh) units of electricity annually,
which will be supplied to CSIR-NCL’s
energy grid. The clean energy will reduce
about 500-tonnes of carbon dioxide
emissions per annum.

Prof. Nangia and Mr. Dheeraj Anand, Head, Business Development, West India,
Cleanmax Enviro Energy solutions exchanging the agreement documents

Kerala CM Shri. Pinarayi Vijayan’s thanksgiving letter to Dr. Gopakumar G. Nair,
for the support rendered to the state of Kerala during the worst flood in the century
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Workshop for Patent Examiners and Interactive Dialogue with Controllers
Organized By: DIPP, Government of India and South Centre, Geneva
Visit of Prof. Carlos Maria Correa (Executive Director, South Centre and representative of DIPP/IPO (TBC)) along with Dr
Germán Velasquez, Senior Advisor, Policy and Health, South Centre, to Indian Patent Office for Guidelines for the examination
of pharmaceutical patent and workshops for patent examiners of the Indian Patent Office.
Ms. Srividya Ravi of GNANLEX/ Gopakumar Nair Associates assisted the South Centre experts during the proceedings.
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